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Margaret MacMillan vertelt in ‘Parijs 1919’ over de onderhandelingen en de uitkomst van het Verdrag van Versailles en over
degenen die de wereldkaart opnieuw intekenden. Wilson, Lloyd George en Clemenceau zaten aan de onderhandelingstafel, maar
duizenden anderen mannen en vrouwen kwamen bijeen: koningen, ministers, journalisten en lobbyisten kwamen voor hun eigen
belangen naar Parijs. In ‘Parijs 1919’, dat vele internationale prijzen won, schetst Margaret MacMillan niet alleen een portret van
die belangrijke gebeurtenissen in 1919, maar toont ook de oorsprong van de moderne wereld zoals wij die nu kennen.
This study of the Greek-Turkish Aegean dispute book shows that the dispute is resolvable and that the crux of the problem is not
the incompatibility of interests but the mutual fears and suspicions, which are deeply rooted in historical memories, real or
imagined.
This sweeping saga recreates the extraordinary opulence and violence of Tsarist Russia as the shadow of revolution fell over the
land, and destroyed a way of life for these Imperial women The early 1850s until the late 1920s marked a turbulent and significant
era for Russia. During that time the country underwent a massive transformation, taking it from days of grandeur under the tsars to
the chaos of revolution and the beginnings of the Soviet Union. At the center of all this tumult were four women of the Romanov
dynasty. Marie Alexandrovna and Olga Constantinovna were born into the family, Russian Grand Duchesses at birth. Marie
Feodorovna and Marie Pavlovna married into the dynasty, the former born a Princess of Denmark, the latter a Duchess of the
German duchy of Mecklendburg-Schwerin. In From Splendor to Revolution, we watch these pampered aristocratic women fight for
their lives as the cataclysm of war engulfs them. In a matter of a few short years, they fell from the pinnacle of wealth and power to
the depths of danger, poverty, and exile. It is an unforgettable epic story.
An authoritative history of the Greek Civil War and its profound influence on American foreign policy and the post–Second World
War period In his comprehensive history André Gerolymatos demonstrates how the Greek Civil War played a pivotal role in the
shaping of policy and politics in post–Second World War Europe and America and was a key starting point of the Cold War. Based
in part on recently declassified documents from Greece, the United States, and the British Intelligence Services, this masterful
study sheds new light on the aftershocks that have rocked Greece in the seven decades following the end of the bitter hostilities.
L'Europe de la méditerranée, comparée aux autres régions européennes, dispose d'une histoire et d'une géographie particulières.
Et pourtant elle entretient avec ces régions de nombreux rapports qu'il conviendra d'analyser afin d'enrichir notre compréhension
de l'Europe dans son ensemble. Une longue tradition de rapports économiques et culturels rapproche tous les pays donnant sur la
mer, berceau des principales civilisations du monde, bassin où s'échangent hommes, idées, matières premières, et technologies.
L'Union européenne est appelée à développer une grande politique méditerranéenne, aussi bien par l'adhésion de nouveaux pays
que par une politique de bon voisinage ou d'associations privilégiées. L'instrument principal devrait en être une politique culturelle
servant de pont entre l'Est et l'Ouest, le Nord et le Sud, politique commune afin de répandre les valeurs contenues dans le projet
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de constitution européenne qui reconnaît dans le concept de diversité son bien le plus précieux. Les pays de l'Europe
méditerranéenne, avec leurs expériences et leurs savoirs, peuvent fournir à cette politique une contribution précieuse. Ce volume,
fruit de la coopération internationale de vingt chercheurs, apporte des éclairages sur l'Europe méditerranéenne non seulement
dans des dimensions historiques, économiques, démographiques et politologiques, mais également dans le domaine des relations
internationales et de la politique culturelle. The geography and the history of Mediterranean Europe are very different from those of
the other European regions, but their role in the relationships with the other shores of the Mediterranean can be of great
assistance to Europe as a whole. All the countries bordering the sea that witnessed the birth of some of the major civilisations of
the world share a long tradition of economic and cultural relations. In the past numerous diasporas knit the harbour cities together,
transmitting the ideas of the Enlightenment; today an uninterrupted flow of raw materials traverses the Mediterranean, together
with people, ideas and technology. The European Union is called upon to develop a major Mediterranean policy, both through the
accession of new countries, and by means of a policy of neighbourhood or of privileged associations. The principal tool should be
a cultural policy that serves as a bridge between east and west, north and south. A common policy to spread the values contained
in the project of the European constitution. In its motto «United in diversity», the Union recognises diversity as its most valuable
asset. The countries of Mediterranean Europe, with their experience and their knowledge, can make a precious contribution to this
policy. This book, the fruit of international co-operation among 20 researchers, offers a contribution to the study of Mediterranean
Europe not only in the historic, economic, demographic and politological ambit, but also in the sphere of international relations and
cultural policy.
The relationship between the history, culture and peoples of Greece, Turkey and Cyprus is often reduced to an equation which
defines one side in opposition to the other.The reality is much more complex and while there have been and remain significant
divisions there are many, and arguably more, areas of overlap, commonality and common interest.This book addresses a gap in
the scholarly literature by bringing together specialists from different disciplinary traditions - history, sociology, anthropology,
linguistics, literature, ethnomusicology and international relations, so as to examine the relationship between Greeks and Turks, as
well as between Greek Cypriots and Turkish Cypriots, since the founding of the Republic of Turkey in 1923. When Greeks and
Turks Meet aims to contribute to current critical and comparative approaches to the study of this complex relationship in order to
question essentialist representations, stereotypes and dominant myths and understand the context and ideology of events,
processes and experience. Starting from this interdisciplinary perspective and taking both diachronic and synchronic approaches,
the book offers a fresh coverage of key themes including memory, history and loss; the politics of identity, language and culture;
discourses of inclusion and exclusion. Contributors focus on the geographical areas of Greece, Turkey and Cyprus and on the
modern historical period (since 1923) up to the present day, offering in some cases an informed perspective that looks towards the
future. When Greeks and Turks Meet will be essential reading for students and researchers working on the cross-roads of Greece,
Turkey and Cyprus, on South-East Europe and the Middle East more generally. It will also be a valuable resource for students and
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researchers in inter-cultural communication, cultural and media studies, language and education, international relations and
politics, refugee and migration studies, conflict and post-conflict studies.
Auckland, known also as the City of Sails, has matured over recent years into an internationally renowned destination that delivers
a wonderfully diverse range of experiences: a European-style care culture, exhibitions and shows, world-class vineyards, and
award-winning restaurants and hotels.
Winner of a 2014 Distinguished Book Award from The Society of Military History and Shortlisted for the 2014 Longman-History
Today Book Prize Mustafa Kemal - latterly and better known as Ataturk - is without doubt the most famous figure in modern
Turkish history. But what was his path to power? And how did his early career as a soldier in the Ottoman army affect his later
decisions as President? The Young Ataturk tracks the lesser covered period of Kemal's life - from the War of Independence to the
founding of the Republic. George W. Gawrych shows that it is only by understanding Kemal's military career that one can fully
comprehend how he evolved as one of the twentieth century's most extraordinary statesmen. Gawrych also contributes to the
understanding of Kemal by presenting a systematic and critical analysis of his military writings, orders, actions, and letters as well
as his political decisions, speeches, proclamations, and private correspondences. Soldiering helped shape Kemal's critical
reasoning, personal values and emotional intelligence. His experiences as an officer and commander forced him to adjust theories
to practices in order to solve problems and make decisions. But Kemal was a natural political leader and his broad intellectual
interests and personal studies helped prepare him for political leadership. Gawrych demonstrates that in the last year of the War of
Independence Kemal excelled as both Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces and President of the Grand National Assembly
of Turkey. Gawrych incorporates previously-unstudied Ottoman archival documents and is the first Western scholar to conduct
extensive research on Kemal in the military archives of the Turkish General Staff. This book is essential reading for those seeking
to understand the establishment of the Republic of Turkey and the part that Kemal played in that process.
When Greece's economic troubles began to threaten the stability of the European Union in 2010, the nation found itself in the center of a
whirlwind of international finger-pointing. In the years prior, Greece appeared to be politically secure and economically healthy. Upon its
emergence in the center of the European economic maelstrom, however, observers and critics cited a century of economic hurdles,
dictatorships, revolutions, and more reasons as to why their current crisis was understandable, if not predictable. The ancient birthplace of
democracy and countless artistic, literary, philosophical, and scientific developments had struggled to catch-up to its economically-thriving
neighbors in Western Europe for years and quickly became the most seriously economically-troubled European country following a fiscal
nosedive beginning in 2008. When the deficit and unemployment skyrocketed, the resulting austerity measures triggered widespread social
unrest. The entire world turned its focus toward the troubled nation, waiting for the possibility of a Greek exit from the European Monetary
Union and its potential to unravel the entire Union, with other weaker members heading for the exit as well. The effects of Greece's crisis are
also tied up in the global arguments about austerity, with many viewing it as necessary medicine, and still others seeing austerity as an
intellectually bankrupt approach to fiscal policy that only further damages weak economies. In Modern Greece: What Everyone Needs to
Know®, Stathis Kalyvas, an eminent scholar of conflict, Europe, and Greece combines the most up-to-date economic and political-science
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findings on the current Greek crisis with a discussion of Greece's history. Tracing the nation's development from the early nineteenth century
to the present, the informative question-and answer format covers key episodes including the independence movement of the early
nineteenth century, the massive ethnic cleansing in Turkey and Greece following World War I, the German occupation in World War II, the
following brutal civil war, the conflict with Turkey over Cyprus, the military coup of 1967, democracy at long last, and the country's entry into
the European Union. Written by one of the most brilliant political scientists in the academy, Modern Greece is the go-to resource for
understanding both the current crisis and the historical events that brought the country to where it is today. What Everyone Needs to Know®
is a registered trademark of Oxford University Press.
Modern Greece is an updated and enhanced edition of a classic survey of Greek history since the beginning of the 19th century. Giving equal
weighting to social, political and diplomatic aspects, it offers detailed coverage of the formation of the Greek nation state, the global Greek
diaspora, the country's relationships with Europe and the United States and a range of other topics, including women, rural areas, nationalism
and the Civil War, woven together in a nuanced and highly readable narrative. Fresh material and new pedagogical features have been
added throughout, most notably: - new chapters on 19th-century nationalism and 'Boom to Bust in the Age of Globalization, 1989-2013'; greater discussion of the late Ottoman context, Greeks outside of Greece and the international background to the Greek state formation; revisions to take account of recent scholarship, Greekscholarship ; - new timelines, maps, illustrations, charts, figures and primary source
boxes; - an updated further reading section and bibliography. Modern Greece is a crucial text for anyone looking to understand the complex
history of this now troubled nation and its place in the Balkans, Europe and the modern globalized world.
Bahcheli analyzes the dispute over Cyprus from its emergence in the 1950s to the coup against President Makarios which brought Greece
and Turkey to war in 1974. He considers the Cyprus issue within the narrow context of Greek-Turkish relations, and the broad context of
international relations
This clear, balanced book explores the dilemma of Greece, the font of European civilization. Despite its classical past and EU membership,
Greece has been unable to escape the limbo of being nearly developed. Illuminating the impact of borrowed western institutions on Greeces
traditional culture, the authors analyze the paralyzing consequences: a political process dependent on personal relations and a civil society
dominated by a highly centralized bureaucracy. State dominance, Legg and Roberts argue, has turned politics primarily into a struggle for
office. This emphasis on political conflict has allowed politicians and their supporters to employ emotional nationalist rhetoric to flout
democratic rules and to avoid genuine issues. Concluding that the Greek political systems nature precludes real reform, the authors show
how EU opportunities for both economic and political reform have been largely lost. Unfortunately, the aspects of Greeces nearly developed
status are mirrored in eastern European states with similar pasts. Indeed, the authors warn that the Greece of today may be the future of
many of its neighbors. }This clear, balanced book explores the dilemma of Greece, the font of European civilization. Despite its classical past
and EU membership, Greece has been unable to escape the limbo of being nearly developed. Illuminating the impact of borrowed western
institutions on Greeces traditional culture, the authors analyze the paralyzing consequences: a political process dependent on personal
relations and a civil society dominated by a highly centralized bureaucracy. State dominance, Legg and Roberts argue, has turned politics
primarily into a struggle for office. This emphasis on political conflict has allowed politicians and their supporters to employ emotional
nationalist rhetoric to flout democratic rules and to avoid genuine issues. Concluding that the Greek political systems nature precludes real
reform, the authors show how EU opportunities for both economic and political reform have been largely lost. Unfortunately, the aspects of
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Greeces nearly developed status are mirrored in eastern European states with similar pasts. Indeed, the authors warn that the Greece of
today may be the future of many of its neighbors.
This book explores the concept of ‘the Levant’ as a component of the regional and international system during the age of imperialism. At its
heart is a focus on the experience of Greek-speaking societies and, above all, the independent state of Greece that came into existence in
1830. A key sub-theme running through the account is the Anglo-Hellenic connection stemming from an enhanced British presence in the
Eastern Mediterranean from the 1830s and 1840s, and in particular its relationship to the Greek polity. Within this framework the emergence
of the idea of ‘Greater Greece’ is integrated into the narrative, including its regional reverberations and ethnic tensions. Other contributions
examine trade and finance, gender issues, colonialism and the distinctive experience of Cyprus. The core of the volume deals centrally with
three interlocking themes: modernity, nationalism and trans-nationalism. Ultimately these forces were to prove at odds with the ambiguity and
elite structures that characterized the Levant in its nineteenth-century heyday. The book analyses the evolution, and increasing definition from
the late 1950s, of Greece’s modern European identity, while taking into account the magnetic force of other relationships and regional links.
This treatment connects with the choices and dilemmas facing Greece and its surrounding region, which contemporary crises invariably throw
into relief. It will be of interest both to specialised historians and students of current affairs seeking to understand the broader historical
context.
Following the defeat of the Greek Army in 1922 by nationalist Turkish forces, the Convention of Lausanne in 1923 specified the first
compulsory exchange of populations ratified by an international organization. The arrival in Greece of over 1.2 million refugees and their
settlement proved to be a watershed with far-reaching consequences for the country. Dr Kontogiorgi examines the exchange of populations
and the agricultural settlement in Greek Macedonia of hundreds of thousands of refugees from Asia Minor and the Pontus, Eastern Thrace,
the Caucasus, and Bulgaria during the inter-war period. She examines Greek state policy and the role of the Refugee Settlement
Commission which, under the auspices of the League of Nations, carried out the refugee resettlement project. Macedonia, a multilingual and
ethnically diverse society, experienced a transformation so dramatic that it literally changed its character. Kontogiorgi charts that change and
attempts to provide the means of understanding it. The consequences of the settlement of refugees for the ethnological composition of the
population, and its political, social, demographic, and economic implications are treated in the light of new archival material. Reality is
separated from myth in examining the factors involved in the process of integration of the newcomers and assimilation of the inhabitants both refugees and indigenous - of the New Lands into the nation-state. Kontogiorgi examines the impact of the agrarian reforms and land
distribution and makes an effort to convert the climate of the rural society of Macedonia during the inter-war period. The antagonisms
between Slavophone and Vlach-speaking natives and refugee newcomers regarding the reallocation of former Muslim properties had
significant ramifications for the political events in the region in the years to come. Other recurring themes in the book include the geographical
distribution of the refugees, changing patterns of settlement and toponyms, the organisation of health services in the countryside, as well as
the execution of irrigation and drainage works in marshlands. Kontogiorgi also throws light upon and analyses the puzzling mixture of
achievement and failure which characterizes the history of the region during this transitional period. As the first successful refugee
resettlement project of its kind, the 'refugee experiment' in Macedonia could provide a template for similar projects involving refugee
movements in many parts of the world today.
An original argument about the causes and consequences of political violence and the range of strategies employed. States, nationalist
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movements, and ethnic groups in conflict with one another often face a choice between violent and nonviolent strategies. Although major
wars between sovereign states have become rare, contemporary world politics has been rife with internal conflict, ethnic cleansing, and
violence against civilians. This book asks how, why, and when states and non-state actors use violence against one another, and examines
the effectiveness of various forms of political violence. In the process of addressing these issues, the essays make two conceptual moves
that illustrate the need to reconsider the way violence by states and non-state actors has typically been studied and understood. The first is to
think of violence not as dichotomous, as either present or absent, but to consider the wide range of nonviolent and violent options available
and ask why actors come to embrace particular strategies. The second is to explore the dynamic nature of violent conflicts, developing
explanations that can account for the eruption of violence at particular moments in time. The arguments focus on how changes in the balance
of power between and among states and non-state actors generate uncertainty and threat, thereby creating an environment conducive to
violence. This innovative way of understanding violence deemphasizes the role of ethnic cleavages and nationalism in modern conflict.
Contributors Kristin M. Bakke, Emily Beaulieu, H. Zeynep Bulutgil, Erica Chenoweth, Kathryn McNabb Cochran, Kathleen Gallagher
Cunningham, Alexander B. Downes, Erin K. Jenne, Adria Lawrence, Harris Mylonas, Wendy Pearlman, Maria J. Stephan
Published with a new afterword from the author—the classic, bestselling account of how the modern Middle East was created The Middle East
has long been a region of rival religions, ideologies, nationalisms, and ambitions. All of these conflicts—including the hostilities between Arabs
and Israelis, and the violent challenges posed by Iraq's competing sects—are rooted in the region's political inheritance: the arrangements,
unities, and divisions imposed by the Allies after the First World War. In A Peace to End All Peace, David Fromkin reveals how and why the
Allies drew lines on an empty map that remade the geography and politics of the Middle East. Focusing on the formative years of 1914 to
1922, when all seemed possible, he delivers in this sweeping and magisterial book the definitive account of this defining time, showing how
the choices narrowed and the Middle East began along a road that led to the conflicts and confusion that continue to this day. A new
afterword from Fromkin, written for this edition of the book, includes his invaluable, updated assessment of this region of the world today, and
on what this history has to teach us.

This third, updated edition provides an illustrated introduction to Greek history and includes a new chapter on recent
developments.
K. E. Fleming's Greece--a Jewish History is the first comprehensive English-language history of Greek Jews, and the
only history that includes material on their diaspora in Israel and the United States. The book tells the story of a people
who for the most part no longer exist and whose identity is a paradox in that it wasn't fully formed until after most Greek
Jews had emigrated or been deported and killed by the Nazis. For centuries, Jews lived in areas that are now part of
Greece. But Greek Jews as a nationalized group existed in substantial number only for a few short decades--from the
Balkan Wars (1912-13) until the Holocaust, in which more than 80 percent were killed. Greece--a Jewish History
describes their diverse histories and the processes that worked to make them emerge as a Greek collective. It also
follows Jews as they left Greece--as deportees to Auschwitz or émigrés to Palestine/Israel and New York's Lower East
Side. In such foreign settings their Greekness was emphasized as it never was in Greece, where Orthodox Christianity
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traditionally defines national identity and anti-Semitism remains common.
This historical essay explores Greece in the 1990s. It seeks to illuminate vital aspects of the Greek phenomenon using
themes such as politics, institutions, society, ideology, foreign policy, geography and culture.
Turkey has gone through significant transformations over the last century—from the Ottoman Empire and Young Turk era
to the Republic of today—but throughout it has demonstrated troubling continuities in its encouragement and deployment
of mass violence. In particular, the construction of a Muslim-Turkish identity has been achieved in part by designating
“internal enemies” at whom public hatred can be directed. This volume provides a wide range of case studies and
historiographical reflections on the alarming recurrence of such violence in Turkish history, as atrocities against varied
ethnic-religious groups from the nineteenth century to today have propelled the nation’s very sense of itself.
Published in the year that The Olympics returned to Athens this is the illuminating story of the making of the modern
games, the multinational group of intriguing characters who re-invented them and the first generation of new sporting
heroes. 'On 5 April 1896 James B. Connolly of the Suffolk Athletic Club, Boston, projected himself 13 m and 71 cm
through the Attic air in the newly restored Panathenaic Stadium of Athens, in the hop, step and jump, and became the
first Olympic victor for more than 1500 years.' That opening sentence gives the flavour of a rich and often entertaining
work of history that brings together the following intriguing strands: the rise of amateur athletics in Britain, the US, France,
Germany and other western countries, each with its own particular stamp; the enormous interest aroused by the
excavation of ancient Olympia, the site of the ancient Games; the determination of the eccentric French aristocrat Baron
Pierre de Coubertin to embody the amateur athletic ideal in a revival of the Games; and a perception by politicians and
the Greek royal family that hosting Coubertin's Games could help to put the young Greek state on the European map.
The Greek-Turkish War of 1919–1923—also known as the Western Front of the Turkish War of Liberation and the Asia
Minor Campaign—was one of the key aftershocks of the First World War. Internationally better known for its aftermath, the
Compulsory Population Exchange between Greece and Turkey, the Catastrophe of Ottoman Greeks, and the foundation
of the Republic of Turkey under Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, the war has never been given a holistic treatment in English,
despite its long shadow over the Greek-Turkish relationship. The contributors in this volume address this gap by brining
to the fore, on its centenary, aspects of the onset, conduct, and aftermath of this war. Combining insights from the study
of international relations, political science, strategic studies, military history, migration studies, and social history the
contributions tell the story of leaders and decisions, battles and campaigns, voluntary and involuntary migration, and the
human stories of suffering and resilience. It is aspects of the story of the last gasp of the Great War in Europe, brought to
its final end with Treaty of Lausanne of 1923.
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Regional and Ethnic Conflicts: Perspectives from the Front Lines provides an alternative vantage point that contributes
new perspectives to the study of ethnopolitical conflict. The interest and insights students gain from this book into how
complex ethnopolitical conflicts can be mitigated, resolved and prevented give hope to the future. From a pedagogical
perspective, this text is designed to expose students to alternative perspectives. It adds realism and insight to students'
understanding of distal ethnopolitical conflicts. Contributors were purposely asked to discuss a range of factors to bring to
light the complexity of ethnopolitical conflict. Their chapters are meant to prod students to internalize the importance of
analyzing and understanding ethnopolitical conflicts from multiple perspectives.
Hellenism is the living culture of the Greek-speaking peoples and has a continuing history of more than 3,500 years. The
Encyclopedia of Greece and the Hellenic Tradition contains approximately 900 entries devoted to people, places,
periods, events, and themes, examining every aspect of that culture from the Bronze Age to the present day. The focus
throughout is on the Greeks themselves, and the continuities within their own cultural tradition. Language and religion are
perhaps the most obvious vehicles of continuity; but there have been many others--law, taxation, gardens, music, magic,
education, shipping, and countless other elements have all played their part in maintaining this unique culture. Today,
Greek arts have blossomed again; Greece has taken its place in the European Union; Greeks control a substantial
proportion of the world's merchant marine; and Greek communities in the United States, Australia, and South Africa have
carried the Hellenic tradition throughout the world. This is the first reference work to embrace all aspects of that tradition
in every period of its existence.
A study of Britain's imperial policy in the Middle East over oil, finance and defence. This book brings together different
accounts of British policy in the early 20th century, particularly in the Ottoman Empire, to reflect a consistent pattern of
preoccupation, policy-making and diplomacy.
The final years of the Ottoman Empire were catastrophic ones for its non-Turkish, non-Muslim minorities. From 1913 to
1923, its rulers deported, killed, or otherwise persecuted staggering numbers of citizens in an attempt to preserve
“Turkey for the Turks,” setting a modern precedent for how a regime can commit genocide in pursuit of political ends
while largely escaping accountability. While this brutal history is most widely known in the case of the Armenian
genocide, few appreciate the extent to which the Empire’s Assyrian and Greek subjects suffered and died under similar
policies. This comprehensive volume is the first to broadly examine the genocides of the Armenians, Assyrians, and
Greeks in comparative fashion, analyzing the similarities and differences among them and giving crucial context to
present-day calls for recognition.
In 1923 the Turkish government, under its new leader Kemal Ataturk, signed a renegotiated Balkan Wars treaty with the
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major powers of the day and Greece. This treaty provided for the forced exchange of 1.3 million Christians from Anatolia
to Greece, in return for 30,000 Greek Muslims. The mass migration that ensued was a humanitarian catastrophe - of the
1.3 million Christians relocated it is estimated only 150,000 were successfully integrated into the Greek state.
Furthermore, because the treaty was ethnicity-blind, tens of thousands of Muslim Greeks (ethnically and linguistically)
were forced into Turkey against their will. Both the Greek and Turkish leadership saw this exchange as crucial to the
state-strengthening projects both powers were engaged in after the First World War. Here, Emine Bedlek approaches
this enormous shift in national thinking through literary texts - addressing the themes of loss, identity, memory and
trauma which both populations experienced. The result is a new understanding of the tensions between religious and
ethnic identity in modern Turkey.
Analyses the politico-economic effects of Germany's policy towards Greece leading up to occupation in 1941. Looking in
particular at the trade in tobacco and arms, this book maintains that German policy towards Greece played an important
role in the establishment of the Metaxas dictatorship.
The historical example of Italy after Mussolini as well as the more recent cases of Greece, Portugal, Spain, and Turkey
suggest factors that may make a transition relatively secure.
For many, “Greece” is synonymous with “ancient Greece,” the civilization that gave us much that defines Western
culture today. But, how did Greece come to be so powerfully attached to the legacy of the ancients in the first place and
then define an identity for itself that is at once Greek and modern? This book reveals the remarkable achievement, during
the last three hundred years, of building a modern nation on the ruins of a vanished civilization—sometimes literally so.
This is the story of the Greek nation-state but also, and more fundamentally, of the collective identity that goes with it. It is
not only a history of events and high politics; it is also a history of culture, of the arts, of people, and of ideas. Opening
with the birth of the Greek nation-state, which emerged from encounters between Christian Europe and the Ottoman
Empire, Roderick Beaton carries his story into the present moment and Greece’s contentious post-recession relationship
with the rest of the European Union. Through close examination of how Greeks have understood their shared identity,
Beaton reveals a centuries-old tension over the Greek sense of self. How does Greece illuminate the difference between
a geographically bounded state and the shared history and culture that make up a nation? A magisterial look at the
development of a national identity through history, Greece: Biography of a Modern Nation is singular in its approach. By
treating modern Greece as a biographical subject, a living entity in its own right, Beaton encourages us to take a fresh
look at a people and culture long celebrated for their past, even as they strive to build a future as part of the modern
West.
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During and after World War I, over one million Ottoman Greeks were expelled from Turkey, a watershed moment in
Greek history that resulted in hundreds of thousands of deaths. And while few dispute the expulsion’s tragic scope, it
remains the subject of fierce controversy, as activists have fought for international recognition of an atrocity they consider
comparable to the Armenian genocide. This book provides a much-needed analysis of the Greek genocide as cultural
trauma. Neither taking the genocide narrative for granted nor dismissing it outright, Erik Sjöberg instead recounts how it
emerged as a meaningful but contested collective memory with both nationalist and cosmopolitan dimensions.
Ionian VisionGreece in Asia Minor, 1919-1922C. HURST & CO. PUBLISHERS
The Politics of Self-Determination examines the territorial restructuring of Europe between 1917 and 1923, when a
radically new and highly fragile peace order was established. It opens with an exploration of the peace planning efforts of
Great Britain, France, and the United States in the final phase of the First World War. It then provides an in-depth view on
the practice of Allied border drawing at the Paris Peace Conference of 1919, focussing on a new factor in foreign
policymaking-academic experts employed by the three Allied states to aid in peace planning and border drawing. This
examination of the international level is juxtaposed with two case studies of disputed regions where the newly drawn
borders caused ethnic violence, albeit with different results: the return of Alsace-Lorraine to France in 1918-19, and the
Greek-Turkish War between 1919 and 1922. A final chapter investigates the approach of the League of Nations to
territorial revisionism and minority rights, thereby assessing the chances and dangers of the Paris peace order over the
course of the 1920s and 1930s. Volker Prott argues that at both the international and the local levels, the 'temptation of
violence' drove key actors to simplify the acclaimed principle of national self-determination and use ethnic definitions of
national identity. While the Allies thus hoped to avoid uncomfortable decisions and painstaking efforts to establish an
elusive popular will, local elites, administrations, and paramilitary leaders soon used ethnic notions of identity to mobilise
popular support under the guise of international legitimacy. Henceforth, national self-determination ceased to be a tool of
peace-making and instead became an ideology of violent resistance.
We have known for many decades that the Paris Peace Conference of 1919 "failed", in the sense that it did not prevent
the outbreak of World War II. This book investigates not whether the Paris Peace Conference succeeded or failed, but
the historically specific international system it created. It explores the rules under which that system operated, and the
kinds of states and empires that inhabited it. Deepening the dialogue between history and international relations theory
makes it possible to think about sovereignty at the Paris Peace Conference in new ways. Sovereignty in 1919 was about
not just determining of answers demarcating the international system, but also the questions. Sovereignty in 1919 was
about remaking the world. Most histories of the Paris Peace Conference stop with the signing of the Treaty of Versailles
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with Germany on 28 June 1919. Sovereignty at the Paris Peace Conference of 1919 considers all five treaties produced
by the conference as well as the Treaty of Lausanne with Turkey in 1923. It is organized not chronologically or
geographically, but according to specific problems of sovereignty. A peace based on "justice" produced a criminalized
Great Power in Germany, and a template problematically applied in the other treaties. The conference sought to unmix
lands and peoples in the defeated multinational empires by drawing boundaries and defining ethnicities. The conference
sought not so much to oppose revolution as to instrumentalize it in the new international system. The League of Nations,
so often taken as the supreme symbol of the failure of the conference, is better considered as a continuation of the
laboratory of sovereignty established in Paris.
When it comes to the Balkans, most people quickly become lost in the quagmire of struggle and intractable hatred that
consumes that ancient land today. Many assume that the genesis of the past ten years of atrocity in the region might
have had something to do with Tito and his repressive Yugoslav regime, or perhaps with the assassination of Franz
Ferdinand in 1914. The seeds were really planted much, much earlier, on a desolate plain in Kosovo in 1389, when the
Serbian Prince Lazar and his army clashed with and were defeated by the Ottoman forces of Sultan Murad I. In this
riveting new history of the Balkan peoples, Andréerolymatos explores how ancient events engendered cultural myths that
evolved over time, gaining psychic strength in the collective consciousnesses of Orthodox Christians and Muslims alike.
In colorful detail, we meet the key figures that instigated and perpetuated these myths-including the assassin/heroes
Milos Obolic and Gavrilo Princip and the warlord Ali Pasha. This lively survey of centuries of strife finally puts the modern
conflicts in Bosnia and Kosovo into historical context, and provides a long overdue account of the origins of ethnic hatred
and warmongering in this turbulent land.
Michael Llewellyn-Smith sets the Greek occupation of Smyrna and the war in Anatolia against the background of
Greece's Great Idea and of great power rivalries in the Near East. He traces the origins of the Greek statesman
Eleftherios Venizelos's Ionian Vision to his joint conception with David Lloyd George of an Anglo-Greek entente in the
Eastern Mediterranean. This narrative text presents a comprehensive account of the disaster which has shaped the
politics and society of modern Greece.
This book provides a solid and critical historical examination of the endorsement, development and course of Greek
nationalism among the lay/clerical leadership of the Greek Orthodox minority of Istanbul during the last phase of the
dissolution of the Ottoman Empire and the first years of the newly established Republic of Turkey. The focus is on the
political role played by the ethnocentric communal elite, who actively championed the Greek nationalist plan of the Megali
Idea (Great Idea). Based on a comparative investigation and synthesis of a wide array of Greek and British archival
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sources the book engages with the various stages of Constantinopolitan Greek elite nationalism in Turkey and partly in
Greece, and examines its manifestations, its level of success and its consequences on the minority during the crucial
period of 1918–1930. The main argument is that the internal dynamics, the policies and the responses of this powerful
communal elite vis-à-vis other communal factions as well as Greek irredentism and Turkish nation-building conditioned to
a significant degree the construction of specific representations and perceptions of the group’s collective identity and
determined the status of the Greeks of Istanbul as a national minority in Turkey until nowadays. Providing a thorough
analysis of elite politics during and in the aftermath of the Greek-Turkish War and assessing the application of the
minority clauses of the Treaty of Lausanne (July 1923), the volume is a key resource for students and academics
interested in nationalism and minorities, modern Greek history, Ottoman and Turkish history as well as for policy makers
and specialists working in the diplomatic field, the Greek and Turkish public service, international institutions and nongovernmental organizations.
In this volume, Michael Llewellyn-Smith sets the Greek occupation of Smyrna and the war in Anatolia against the
background of Greece's 'Great Idea' and of great power rivalries in the Near East.
In the dismantling of the Ottoman Empire following World War I, nearly two million citizens in Turkey and Greece were
expelled from homelands. The Lausanne treaty resulted in the deportation of Orthodox Christians from Turkey to Greece
and of Muslims from Greece to Turkey. The transfer was hailed as a solution to the problem of minorities who could not
coexist. Both governments saw the exchange as a chance to create societies of a single culture. The opinions and
feelings of those uprooted from their native soil were never solicited. In an evocative book, Bruce Clark draws on new
archival research in Turkey and Greece as well as interviews with surviving participants to examine this unprecedented
exercise in ethnic engineering. He examines how the exchange was negotiated and how people on both sides came to
terms with new lands and identities. Politically, the population exchange achieved its planners' goals, but the enormous
human suffering left shattered legacies. It colored relations between Turkey and Greece, and has been invoked as a
solution by advocates of ethnic separation from the Balkans to South Asia to the Middle East. This thoughtful book is a
timely reminder of the effects of grand policy on ordinary people and of the difficulties for modern nations in contested
regions where people still identify strongly with their ethnic or religious community.
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